CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

1.1 Research Conclusion

Based on research result and data analysis, we can take conclusion as below:

1. a. Book I is suitable to curriculum level of education because the average percentage is
   92.75% ranged between 76% - 100%.

   b. Book II is suitable to curriculum level of education because the average percentage is
   91.26% ranged between 76% - 100%.

   c. Book III is suitable to curriculum level of education because the average percentage is
   87.45% ranged between 76% - 100%.

2. a. Book I is suitable to Cambridge curriculum because the average percentage is 83.58% ranged between 76% - 100%.

   b. Book II is suitable to Cambridge curriculum because the average percentage is 100% ranged between 76% - 100%.

   c. Book III is not suitable to Cambridge curriculum because the average percentage is
   69.67% ranged between 51% - 75%.

5.2 Suggestions

1. An excellent physics book for RSBI school is qualified by four aspects
   feasibility: content, presentation, linguistic, and profile. The content should suitable
to National Curriculum and enriched by Cambridge International Curriculum.

2. Physics phenomenon in Indonesia should be the most notice in order to
   to make students are realistic about physics.